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                        IT Conference                    


                
                
                    
                        Because the world of programming, and the world of frontend in particular, is rapidly changing, it is particularly difficult for beginners to navigate in choosing a technology stack for learning: with a rich choice of frameworks – which one to focus on? or spit on all this and learn the base – pure JS?

We will try to understand the situation on December 28, at 20:00 together with the cool developers, who rejected all unnecessary things and left only the most convenient and popular solutions, which are the future.
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                11:00AM            

                
            

            
                

                    
                        My own designer
                    
                


            
        
        

            Design is everywhere. And periodically every developer is faced with design challenges, whether it’s a pet project, a work task, or just trying to make sense of a neighboring area.

We’ll break down the basics of product design, break down mistakes, and put together a checklist of “how to make design work.
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            – Why write another design system in React.
– The principles of designing a design system.
– How to friend Figma with components.
– How to test components for visual regression.
– How to automate the delivery of changes to design system beneficiary services.
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                        Using USB tokens for browser authentication
                    
                


            
        
        

            How you and your users can get hacked.
Why total security doesn’t exist.
What is a USB token and what they are.
FIDO, FIDO2, U2F, passwordless, WebAuthn.
Let’s implement simple authentication in a browser with a USB-token.
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            WebGPU is WebGL’s successor, a new API for displaying 3D scenes in the browser. Why are Apple, Google, Microsoft, Mozilla and the Khronos group creating a new standard? What features will WebGPU bring to the web platform, and what does it mean for web developers?
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            In recent years, everyone has started to talk about the proverbial soft-skills. Starting with facts and examples of why they are important for career development, and ending with how they can be effectively developed in the shortest possible time. There are always so many of them that each time you involuntarily think that it’s impossible to develop them all. But what if you separate the cutlets from the flies and isolate the necessary skills for each level of developer?
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                        Why would a developer record videos
                    
                


            
        
        

            The value of YouTube is not only in interesting videos.
All programmers need their own channel.
Haters are an area of growth that you won’t find in a company.
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                        How to achieve productive rendering in the browser
                    
                


            
        
        

            We’ll talk about how the browser frame delivery pipeline works and talk about what every developer needs to know so that your interfaces are responsive and animations are smooth and produce 60fps even when the main thread is under heavy computational load.
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                        Microfrontends. Two years in production
                    
                


            
        
        

            We started with Angular, prepared for the multiframework paradigm, and what did we come up with?
A way to store, load and run microservices.
Managing service versions on the fly – is it necessary or not?
Can we do without communication with other commands and do with types only?
How and when do microservices turn into monoliths? What to do?
Reusable code – myth or reality?
UI-kit. How to deliver it several times a week and not to break anything?
Microservices or codsplitting – how to choose?

Translated with www.DeepL.com/Translator (free version)
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            The glory days of the Bootstrap framework, like the jQuery library, are over. The world is changing, standards are evolving, and tools are emerging that better meet the needs of developers. But at the core of Bootstrap there are useful concepts and notions that are worth knowing about
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            We offer our subjective view on the real problems with TypeScript: complex syntax, incomprehensible type inference, structural typing, and much more. As a result, we will try to figure out if the language is really as good as everyone describes it.
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            Who is it for?
How have I tried to communicate to businesses that accessibility is needed?
Where did I look for visually impaired testing professionals?
How much does it cost to implement Accessibility?
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                        Translating a large project from Vue to Svelte with the TypeScript compiler
                    
                


            
        
        

            In the talk, we will talk about the architecture of the TypeScript compiler, and show the tricks that allow using it for code analysis and conversion. We will talk a little bit about the features of the frameworks we are dealing with. And find out how many programmers it takes to move Ozon from Vue to Svelte.
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                                        In an age where precision and reliability can determine the outcome of military engagements, the role of advanced optics is more crucial
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                                        The traditional gaming industry is evolving. With the rise of digitalization and new technology, there is a growing trend of integrating blockchain
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                                        With a variety of measures targeted at fostering the use and advancement of cryptocurrencies, the UAE has been a significant driving factor
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